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Poll finds strong desire for accountability
and real solutions
06/29/11 by What's Next California

What's Next California, a coalition of organizations including California Forward, PPIC, New
America Foundation and the Center for Deliberative Democracy at Stanford University, today
presented initial highlights of the first statewide deliberative poll in California. The
unprecedented civic engagement project found that Californians overwhelmingly want to
engage with government and are clamoring for real solutions.
A group of more than 400 scientifically randomly sampled Californians gathered in Torrance
last weekend to participate in deliberations over tax and fiscal reform; initiative process;
reforming the way the legislature represents voters and reforming the way programs and
services are delivered with more emphasis on local accountability and control.
The record turnout found that Californians are more than willing to engage when they feel their
voices will be heard and their opinions have the ability to shape policy.

Local governments – counties, cities, and "special
districts" such as school districts – provide many of the
services that we use on a daily basis, from schools and
police protection to the water in our faucets and the
collection of our trash. Californians expect local
governments to produce high-quality services, as costeffectively as possible. Read More

The way state and local governments collect public
revenue for public services has come under increased
scrutiny during our state’s recent fiscal crisis, as has
the question of what California can afford. The tradeoff
between funding for essential services and their
inevitable pocketbook implications makes tax policy a
constant cause of controversy. Read More

While data are still preliminary and full results are forthcoming, an initial analysis found:
Strong demand for greater transparency and accountability
Clear lack of trust in current system
Strong desire for solutions
Unwillingness to abdicate control to the legislature, but a recognition that the legislature
needs tools to solve problems
"The impressions to take away from this poll are clear," said Lenny Mendonca, California
Forward and New America Foundation. "Californians want to fix the problem and believe we
can reach agreement on reasonable solutions. They are calling for greater accountability,
transparency and want the legislature to stand up and develop solutions that will fix our
problems for the long term.”
Specifically, the poll found the following changes in opinion after deliberation:
Creating a formal review process to allow an initiative's proponents to amend an initiative
following public input" support rose from 59% to 76% after deliberation.
Publishing the top five contributors for and against each ballot measure in the ballot
pamphlet" Support rose from 82% to 91%
Allowing the legislature to amend an initiative that has already passed, subject to a public
review and the agreement of the initiative's proponents" Opposition increased from 44% to
51%

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the creation
of California’s initiative process, a system designed to
put lawmaking power in the hands of the people. The
initiative allows voters, often acting in organized
groups, to collect signatures in order to put a new law
or a change to the state constitution before their fellow
voters on the ballot. Read More

With one Assembly member for every 467,000
residents and one state Senator for every 934,000
residents, our legislative districts are nearly ten times
the national average. When assemblymembers
represent nearly half a million residents and travel long
distances across their districts, direct interactions with
constituents are scarce. Read More
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Because of the unprecedented participation and larger sample size, full results are still being
analyzed. Findings will be released after a full scientific analysis and peer review.

Forward Center for Deliberative Democracy

Jim Fishkin of the Center for Deliberative Democracy at Stanford University and creator of the
Deliberative Poll format, was enthusiastic about What's Next California.

Davenport Institute-Pepperdine

civic engagement

"I have never seen engagement and excitement like last weekend," said Fishkin. "Californians
are willing and able to engage when they trust their government and believe there will be a
high level of transparency and accountability, I am hopeful these results change the dialogue in
Sacramento and spur real change."
What's Next California partners also include the Davenport Institute for Public Engagement and
Civic Leadership at Pepperdine University, California Common Cause, The Nicolas Berggruen
Institute, The Bill Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University, and
MacNeil/Lehrer Production's By the People, which filmed the proceedings for a television
special to be broadcast later this summer.
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MoveCAFWD Read CAFwd's take CA
budget shortfalls and the solutions found
in SB14 and SB15 http://cafwd.it/5CDlw
#nextca #cagov #cabudget
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Comments

MoveCAFWD No new district maps this
week afterall. July 28 is getting close,
many concerns linger
http://cafwd.it/5BOz0 #nextca #cagov
1 day, 2 hours, 19 minutes
SylviaARobles RT @MoveCAFWD: MT
@dcstpaul: cool. Prop 13: Speaking the
unspeakable in California politics
#cabudget #villaraigosa
http://t.co/tyeiw9D #nextca
1 day, 3 hours, 59 minutes
revivingca RT @MoveCAFWD: MT
@dcstpaul: cool. Prop 13: Speaking the
unspeakable in California politics
http://lat.ms/nacK9O #cabudget #nextca
1 day, 4 hours, 51 minutes
MoveCAFWD MT @dcstpaul: cool. Prop
13: Speaking the unspeakable in
California politics #cabudget
#villaraigosa http://t.co/tyeiw9D #nextca
1 day, 4 hours, 55 minutes
patwater RT @FixCalifornia: Is there a
target date for the release of the
complete #NextCa findings from the
deliberative poll? @NextCa
@MoveCAFWD #cabudget
1 day, 21 hours, 19 minutes
Follow on Twitter: @NextCAorg | #NextCA
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